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Abstract19

The presence of plasma waves upstream from the Martian bow shock, with frequen-20

cies near the local proton cyclotron frequency in the spacecraft frame, constitutes, in prin-21

ciple, an indirect signature for the existence of planetary protons from the ionization of22

Martian exospheric hydrogen. In this study, we determine the ‘proton cyclotron wave’23

(PCW) occurrence rate between October 2014 through February 2020, based on Mag-24

netometer (MAG) and Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) measurements from the Mars25

Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission. We characterize its dependence26

on several wave and solar wind (SW) properties, and solar longitude ranges. We con-27

firm a previously reported long-term trend with more PCWs near perihelion, likely as-28

sociated with changes in exospheric hydrogen density. Furthermore, we report for the29

first time a decrease in median PCW amplitude for each consecutive Martian perihelion.30

Such variability cannot be attributed to differences in the distribution of SW conditions.31

This trend could be associated with changes in solar inputs, foreshock effects, and asym-32

metries due to the SW convective electric field influencing newborn protons. In addition,33

we observe PCWs more frequently for low to intermediate interplanetary magnetic field34

(IMF) cone angles, slower SW speeds, and higher SW proton densities. The IMF cone35

angle preference likely results from the trade-off between associated linear wave growth36

rates, wave saturation energies, and pick-up proton densities. Moreover, the dependen-37

cies on SW speed and density indicate the importance of the characteristic SW transit38

timescale and the charge exchange process coupling SW protons with the hydrogen ex-39

osphere.40

1 Introduction41

The solar wind (SW) interacts directly with the atmosphere and ionosphere of sev-42

eral solar system bodies lacking a global intrinsic magnetic field. Such coupling has been43

observed for active comets, Venus, and Mars (e.g., Acuña et al., 1998; Mazelle & Neubauer,44

1993; Tsurutani, 1991; T. L. Zhang et al., 2008). In the Martian environment, the iono-45

sphere and exosphere act as an obstacle to slow down the incoming supermagnetosonic46

SW, forming a bow shock with a stand-off distance of about 1.6RM (Martian radii) from47

the center of the planet (Mazelle et al., 2004). Given that the hydrogen (H) exosphere48

extends beyond this boundary, neutral particles are ionized in the upstream region of49

Mars. The resulting newborn planetary protons are picked up by the magnetized SW50
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flow, contributing to the planet’s atmospheric loss (Chaffin et al., 2015; Chaufray et al.,51

2008; Jakosky et al., 2015; Yamauchi et al., 2015). These ions are the result of charge52

exchange, photoionization, or electron impact processes that affect the Martian H ex-53

osphere (M. H. G. Zhang et al., 1993).54

Initially, the newborn protons are approximately at rest with respect to Mars. Thus,55

seen from the SW reference frame, these ions have a mean velocity approximately equal56

to −vSW , where vSW is the solar wind velocity. The particles drift along the interplan-57

etary magnetic field (IMF) B with a parallel velocity component vi‖ = −vSW cos(α),58

where vSW = |vSW | and α is the angle between vSW and B, defined as the IMF cone59

angle. Additionally, the planetary ions gyrate about the IMF, with a perpendicular ve-60

locity component vi⊥ = −vSW sin(α) and gyrofrequency Ωi = qi|B|/mi, where qi and61

mi denote the ion charge and mass, respectively. Under these conditions, the resulting62

proton velocity distribution, consisting of a SW core and newborn ions, is most often highly63

unstable, capable of giving rise to several low frequency electromagnetic plasma wave64

modes (Brinca, 1991; Lee, 1989; Wu & Davidson, 1972; Wu & Hartle, 1974). In partic-65

ular, the interaction between planetary protons and the SW can excite the electromag-66

netic ion-ion right-hand (RH) and left-hand (LH) resonant instability modes depending,67

among other factors, on the IMF cone angle α.68

The LH resonant instability has larger linear wave growth rates for large IMF cone69

angles and can be associated with related ring-beam or ring pick-up proton velocity dis-70

tribution functions (Brinca & Tsurutani, 1989; Gary & Madland, 1988). In contrast, the71

RH resonant instability is in many cases the most easily excited mode for low to mod-72

erate IMF cone angles, associated with proton beam or ring-beam distributions (Gary,73

1993). For both resonant instabilities, the observed wave frequency is Doppler-shifted74

due to the relative motion between the spacecraft (SC) and SW reference frames. As the75

spacecraft has a negligible planetocentric velocity compared to vSW , the observed wave76

frequency ωSC in the SC reference frame is77

ωSC = ω − k · vSC
‖ (1)

where ω is the wave frequency, k is the wave vector, and vSC
‖ = −[vSW · k̂] k̂ is the78

spacecraft’s velocity parallel to the wave propagation direction. Additionally, the expected79
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wave frequency in the newborn ion reference frame is ωi = ω−k ·vi for both the RH80

and LH modes, where vi is the velocity of the newborn ions in the SW reference frame.81

In particular, the RH resonant mode satisfies the following cyclotron resonance con-82

dition for moderate IMF cone angles:83

ω − k · vi
‖ + nΩi = 0, n = 1, 2, 3, ... (2)

where vi
‖ is the ion drift velocity along the magnetic field (Gary, 1991) in the SW ref-84

erence frame. Given that the planetary newborn particles are approximately at rest ini-85

tially with respect to Mars, the observed wave frequency in the SC reference frame for86

the RH mode is87

ωSC = −nΩi (3)

Thus, the observed frequency ωSC is expected to be near the newborn ion gyrofrequency88

for n = 1 (fundamental mode), with the opposite polarization from the SW reference89

frame. Since the observed frequency is very close to the local proton cyclotron frequency,90

these waves are known as ‘proton cyclotron waves’ (PCWs). However, we note that the91

term PCW refers to one of the wave’s main observed signatures, and does not correspond,92

most of the time, to the ion cyclotron wave mode. The detection of PCWs constitutes,93

in principle, an indirect signature of the presence of newborn planetary protons (Brinca,94

1991).95

It is worth noticing that the term corresponding to the Doppler shift in equation96

(1) is relatively small for the LH resonant mode. Therefore, waves generated from the97

LH instability are also expected to be observed with frequencies very close to the local98

ion gyrofrequency and left-hand polarized in the SC frame. In contrast with the RH res-99

onant mode, these waves are expected to be left-hand polarized in both the SW and SC100

reference frames.101

PCWs have been observed around Mars by several planetary missions. Russell et102

al. (1990) analyzed the first observations of PCWs upstream from the Martian bow shock103

with the Phobos 2 spacecraft. Additional studies of upstream PCWs were performed with104

data from the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) and Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolu-105

tion (MAVEN) missions. These waves have been observed to have frequencies very close106
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to the local proton gyrofrquency, left-handed elliptical polarization in the SC reference107

frame, propagation angles (θkB ∼ 20◦) quasi-parallel to the mean IMF direction, and108

are approximately planar (e.g., Bertucci et al., 2013; Brain et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2020;109

Mazelle et al., 2004; Romanelli et al., 2013, 2016; Wei & Russell, 2006; Wei et al., 2011,110

2014). Among these works, Romanelli et al. (2013) reported the presence of a strong vari-111

ability in the PCW occurrence rate between two different premapping subphases of the112

MGS mission. In particular, these changes were not found to be associated with MGS113

spatial biases or measured IMF cone angle distributions, suggesting that the observed114

variability in the occurrence rate could be related to temporal changes in properties of115

the Martian H exosphere.116

Bertucci et al. (2013) then expanded upon this work, analyzing all premapping or-117

bits of MGS from September 1997 through September 1998 for altitudes below 20,400118

km (6RM ). PCWs were found more frequently near Martian perihelion and southern sum-119

mer solstice, with a ∼ 70% increase in average PCW occurrence rate compared to ob-120

servations during periods close to the southern autumn and spring equinoxes. Bertucci121

et al. (2013) classified PCW events based on the identification of a clear spectral line in122

the power spectral density (PSD) of the transverse magnetic eld component near the lo-123

cal proton cyclotron frequency fc in the SC frame. However, the study did not take into124

account the polarization properties of the waves nor the PSD of the compressive com-125

ponent near fc. These considerations would differentiate quasi-monochromatic wave events126

from dispersive wave packets generated by steepening of low frequency compressive non-127

linear waves (Mazelle & Neubauer, 1993). Utilizing MAVEN observations, Romanelli et128

al. (2016) was able to apply more stringent criteria to identify PCWs, considering both129

frequency and polarization properties of the waves. Additionally, MAVEN observations130

upstream from the Martian bow shock allow broader spatial coverage over the planet,131

given that measurements are not constrained over the Martian south pole as was the case132

for MGS premapping orbits (Albee et al., 2001). Analyzing MAVEN data between Oc-133

tober 2014 and March 2016 for about one Martian year, Romanelli et al. (2016) confirmed134

PCW abundance upstream from the Martian bow shock varies with time, with more waves135

detected near perihelion. Romanelli et al. (2016) also presented simulated exospheric H136

density profiles at higher altitudes that display a similar long-term trend, suggesting a137

coupling with the temporal variability of PCW occurrence rate.138
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Related studies have also reported changes in the Martian neutral and ionized en-139

vironment on a similar timescale. Chaufray et al. (2015) simulated a 3D temporal model140

of the H exosphere and thermosphere to investigate the variability in exospheric H den-141

sity and escape rate due to solar activity and Martian heliocentric distance. Yamauchi142

et al. (2015) analyzed Ion Mass Analyzer (IMA) data from the Mars Express (MEX) mis-143

sion, and reported higher pick-up ion detection rates near perihelion for several Martian144

years, supporting a dependence between PCW occurrence and Martian heliocentric dis-145

tance. Studies based on MAVEN measurements have shown exospheric H densities (Halekas,146

2017; Rahmati et al., 2017) and escape rates (Rahmati et al., 2018) increase by an or-147

der of magnitude for time periods closer to perihelion compared to aphelion. Addition-148

ally, previous work has shown dust activity and water vapor concentrations high in the149

lower atmosphere to have an effect on the variability of the H exosphere (Bhattacharyya150

et al., 2015, 2017; Chaffin et al., 2014, 2017; Clarke et al., 2014, 2017; Fedorova et al.,151

2018, 2020; Heavens et al., 2018).152

It is important to note that the MEX instrumental package does not include an153

onboard magnetometer, which prevents the direct detection of PCWs. In addition, MGS154

did not possess an onboard SW ion detection instrument to study SW properties dur-155

ing PCW events. As MAVEN provides both magnetic field and SW measurements, this156

mission presents an excellent opportunity to perform studies focused on these low fre-157

quency plasma waves (e.g., Andrés et al., 2020; Halekas et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020).158

In this work, we present an extensive study with MAVEN observations covering almost159

three Martian years, identifying PCW events with strict criteria, to analyze the occur-160

rence rate variability, main wave properties, and SW conditions that favor their pres-161

ence. More specifically, we analyze measurements from the magnetometer (MAG) and162

Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) instruments on board the MAVEN spacecraft from163

October 2014 through February 2020.164

This study is structured as follows. Section 2 provides information on the MAVEN165

mission, and the MAVEN MAG and SWIA instruments. A case study of an observed166

PCW event is also presented in this section. In section 3, we describe the PCW selec-167

tion criteria based on wave frequency and polarization properties. Section 4 reports the168

results on temporal variability of PCW abundance, main wave properties, and SW con-169

ditions favoring PCW generation. With data spanning almost three Martian years, MAVEN170

observations are grouped separately based on time intervals close to each Martian per-171
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ihelion and aphelion to analyze wave and SW properties. In addition, the spatial cov-172

erage of MAVEN is provided in this section. Finally, the discussion and conclusions are173

presented in sections 5 and 6, respectively.174

2 MAVEN Observations of PCW Events Upstream from the Martian175

Bow Shock176

2.1 MAVEN Mission and Instruments177

The MAVEN spacecraft was launched in November 2013, arrived at Mars in Septem-178

ber 2014, and is currently in its extended mission and relay phase. The orbit had a nom-179

inal periapsis altitude of 150 km, an apoapsis altitude of 6220 km, and a period of about180

4.5 hours (Jakosky et al., 2015). Currently, the periapsis altitude has been raised and181

apoapsis lowered to conserve fuel during the relay phase of the mission. The selected apoap-182

sis altitude, orbital period, and orbital inclination (75◦) allow orbital precession in both183

local time and latitude of the spacecraft periapsis, partially driven by the non-symmetric184

gravitational field. Additionally, the extent of the MAVEN apoapsis allows sampling of185

SW properties in many of its orbits.186

The MAVEN MAG instrument is a dual-fluxgate magnetometer that provides vec-187

tor magnetic field measurements over a broad range (to 65,536 nT per axis) with a sam-188

pling frequency of 32 Hz and accuracy of 0.25 nT (Connerney et al., 2015b). Upstream189

from the Martian bow shock, PCWs are characterized by a relatively low frequency (∼190

0.06 Hz for an IMF intensity of ∼ 4 nT) in the SC reference frame, compared to the MAG191

sampling cadence. Thus, in this work, we computed 4 Hz magnetic field averages from192

the 32 Hz MAG data, sufficient for the purposes of the present study. The MAVEN MAG193

field components are presented in the Mars-centered Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinate sys-194

tem, where the X axis is directed toward the Sun, the Z axis is perpendicular to Mars’s195

orbital plane (positive toward the ecliptic north), and the Y axis completes the right-196

handed system.197

Observations from SWIA on board MAVEN were also used to characterize SW con-198

ditions under which the waves are present. SWIA is an energy and angular ion spectrom-199

eter with electrostatic deflectors that measures ion fluxes over a broad energy range (25200

eV/q to 25 keV/q) with a wide field of view of 360◦ × 90◦ (Halekas et al., 2015). In this201

analysis, we utilized the onboard-calculated moments of ion distribution functions for202
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the SW velocity in MSO coordinates and SW density, with a temporal resolution of 4203

seconds.204

2.2 Case Study: PCW Event on 26 November 2018205

Figure 1 presents an example of a proton cyclotron wave event observed by MAVEN206

MAG and SWIA upstream from the Martian bow shock on 26 November 2018, between207

16:12:18 UT and 16:20:50 UT. Figures 1a through 1d display the magnetic field and SW208

velocity MSO components and magnitude. Clear oscillations with a distinct frequency209

are observed for all magnetic field components during this time interval with a wave am-210

plitude around 0.3 nT and a mean IMF of B0 = [2.6, −2.4, 0.9] nT. For this event, the211

mean SW velocity is vSW = [−344.0, 54.7, 3.6] km s−1 and IMF cone angle is α = 36.0◦,212

computed from MAG and SWIA measurements. Fluctuations in the SW velocity mea-213

surements have a similar frequency to the magnetic field oscillations. Figure 1e shows214

the ion density derived from SWIA, with a mean density of nSW = 4.3 cm−3. We find215

that these waves present a small degree of compressibility with σnSW
/nSW = 0.04, where216

σnSW
is the standard deviation of the density measurements during this time interval.217

Figure 2a shows the PSD of the transverse B⊥ and compressive B‖ magnetic field218

components with respect to B0 for the same 512 second time interval in Figure 1. We219

implement a Hanning window to reduce spectral leakage and ensure a narrow main lobe.220

The associated local proton cyclotron frequency fc for B0 = 3.7 nT is 0.056 Hz, denoted221

by the vertical black line in Figure 2a. The value of PSD[B⊥] is maximized near fc at222

a frequency of 0.051 Hz (0.91fc) and is larger than PSD[B‖] at the same frequency by223

a factor of ∼ 28.224

To determine the polarization and direction of propagation for the detected waves,225

we apply Minimum Variance Analysis (MVA) for subintervals corresponding to three lo-226

cal proton cyclotron gyroperiods within the 512 second interval (Sonnerup & Scheible,227

1998). That is, we require at least three wave periods to identify and characterize waves228

with MVA. This technique consists of calculating the eigenvalues λj and eigenvectors ej229

of the covariance matrix for the magnetic field MSO components in each subinterval. The230

maximum (λ1), intermediate (λ2) and minimum (λ3) eigenvalues can be used to char-231

acterize properties of the detected waves. In particular, λ1/λ2 ∼ 1 and λ2/λ3 � 1 sug-232

gest a detection of circularly polarized and planar waves, respectively. When the assump-233
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Figure 1. PCW event upstream from the Martian bow shock observed by the MAVEN MAG

and SWIA instruments on 26 November 2018, 16:12:18 – 16:20:50 UT. (a–d) The magnetic field

(red) and SW velocity (black) components and magnitude in MSO coordinates. (e) The SW ion

density.
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tion of planar waves is supported by the λ2/λ3 ratio, the direction of the wave vector234

k can also be approximated by the eigenvector e3 associated with the smallest eigen-235

value. However, the eigenvector e3 only defines the direction of k and not the sense (Sonnerup236

& Scheible, 1998). We also apply equations (3.3b, 3.4b, 3.8a) reported in Song and Rus-237

sell (1999) to determine the wave amplitude δB, described as δB =
√
λ1 − λ3.238

Figure 2b displays the magnetic field oscillations in the maximum-intermediate plane239

(hodogram) in the MVA basis (e1, e2, e3) for the subinterval 16:14:50 – 16:15:44 UT240

on 26 November 2018. The mean magnetic field in the MVA basis is BMV A
0 = [−0.5,241

−0.7, 3.7] nT, directed inwards toward the maximum-intermediate plane. The propa-242

gation angle θkB can be estimated by the angle between e3 and B0. We find that θkB243

is 16.0◦, suggesting that these waves propagate quasi-parallel to the mean magnetic field244

upstream from the Martian bow shock. This wave event near the local proton cyclotron245

frequency is approximately circular (λ1/λ2 = 1.07) and planar (λ2/λ3 = 82.52), with a246

wave amplitude of δB = 0.5 nT. Based on the mean rotational direction of the mag-247

netic field oscillations with respect to BMV A
0 (shown by the black arrow in Figure 2b),248

the wave is found to be left-hand polarized in the SC reference frame. All these results249

are consistent with previously reported properties of waves very close to the local pro-250

ton cyclotron frequency upstream from Mars (Connerney et al., 2015a; Bertucci et al.,251

2013; Brain et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2020; Mazelle et al., 2004; Romanelli et al., 2013, 2016;252

Ruhunusiri et al., 2015, 2016; Russell et al., 1990; Wei & Russell, 2006; Wei et al., 2011,253

2014).254

3 PCW Selection Criteria255

For this statistical study, we utilize a subset of MAVEN MAG and SWIA data from256

October 2014 through February 2020 representing 2.8 Martian years of observing time.257

To identify measurements in the upstream region of Mars, we consider the Martian bow258

shock fit from Gruesbeck et al. (2018) with an increased semilatus rectum correspond-259

ing to a 25% enlarged boundary. This extension of the fit accounts for variable bow shock260

expansions to ensure upstream wave detection near Mars. The upstream data from both261

instruments is then divided into 512 second time intervals with 90% overlap between con-262

tiguous segments. The length of this interval is sufficient to compute Fast Fourier trans-263

forms of PCW events, covering at least ∼ 10 wave periods.264
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Figure 2. MAVEN MAG observations on 26 November 2018 16:12:18 – 16:20:50 UT for a

PCW event. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) of the transverse (blue) and compressive (ma-

genta) magnetic field components, where the dashed vertical line (black) indicates the mean local

proton cyclotron frequency fc. (b) Hodogram of the magnetic field observations in the maximum-

intermediate MVA plane for the subinterval 16:14:50 – 16:15:44 UT, covering approximately

three local proton cyclotron gyroperiods. The mean magnetic field is directed inwards toward the

maximum-intermediate plane and the wave is left-hand polarized in the SC frame.
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For each upstream 512 second interval, we consider a set of criteria to identify PCW265

events based on frequency and polarization properties of the waves. In order to combine266

the PSD and MVA techniques for the PCW selection criteria, the wave parameters de-267

rived from MVA for each ∼ 3 gyroperiod subinterval are averaged over the 512 second268

interval. The first necessary condition for a PCW detection is based on the PSD(f) of269

B⊥, given by the expressions:270

PSD[B⊥]1.2fc+∆f
0.8fc−∆f > ξ⊥PSD[B⊥]1.4fc+∆f

1.2fc+∆f (4a)

PSD[B⊥]1.2fc+∆f
0.8fc−∆f > ξ⊥PSD[B⊥]0.8fc+∆f

0.6fc−∆f (4b)

where the PSD is computed in a frequency interval centered around the local proton cy-271

clotron frequency fc, which must be greater by a factor ξ⊥ compared to the PSD for two272

neighboring frequency intervals. The uncertainty ∆f of fc is associated with the MAG273

instrument’s uncertainty (∆B = 0.25 nT) and is equal to 0.004 Hz. Once the peak in274

PSD[B⊥] is located at a frequency f close to the expected frequency fc, the second cri-275

terion is276

PSD[B⊥]f > ξ‖ PSD[B‖]f (5)

through which we only consider cases with a peak in PSD[B⊥] larger than PSD[B‖] by277

a factor ξ‖.278

Based on the polarization properties obtained from MVA for each three cyclotron279

period subinterval, the third condition to identify PCWs is described by280

λ2/λ3 > λ23 (6)

where the ratio of the eigenvalues for each subinterval is averaged over the 512 second281

interval and must be greater than the constant λ23. Finally, we calculate the mean ro-282

tation vector of the magnetic field oscillations in the e1 − e2 plane for each subinter-283

val from MVA. Detected waves are expected to have left-handed polarization in the SC284

frame, in which the e3–component of the mean rotational direction is anti-parallel to the285

e3–component of the mean magnetic field in the MVA basis. For each three gyroperiod286

subinterval s, we compute the scalar product between these two vectors and assign the287

resulting sign to the parameter ps. Left-handed and right-handed polarization in each288
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subinterval correspond to ps = −1 and ps = 1, respectively. ps is then averaged over289

the entire 512 second interval from each subinterval to obtain the average polarization290

parameter p. Therefore, the fourth criterion to identify a PCW event is satisfied if p <291

0, indicating that at least 50% of the subintervals are left-hand polarized within the 512292

second interval.293

To select the values of the constant terms associated with the selection criteria, we294

evaluated 36 different combinations of ξ⊥ = {1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5}, ξ‖ = {1, 2, 3}295

and λ23 = {5, 10}. Similar results for PCW temporal variability, main wave properties296

and favorable SW conditions are observed for ξ⊥ ≥ 1.5, ξ‖ ≥ 2, and λ23 ≥ 5. There-297

fore, to ensure reliable results with a sufficient number of total events, we set ξ⊥ = 1.5,298

ξ‖ = 3, and λ23 = 5 to identify PCWs in this statistical study.299

4 Results300

4.1 Temporal Variability of PCW Occurrence Rate Upstream from Mars301

From October 2014 through February 2020, we find 529,652 time intervals in the302

upstream region with available data from both MAG and SWIA instruments. Figure 3a303

displays a histogram with the number of upstream 512 second intervals as a function of304

time with bin sizes of 15 terrestrial days. The lack of data in empty bins implies that305

either MAVEN was not upstream from the Martian bow shock or the instruments were306

not active. One 15 day bin (November – December 2019) is not considered to determine307

PCW abundance as it contains a relatively small number of upstream events (78 inter-308

vals). All other bins have at least 1,000 intervals, with an average of about 8,000 upstream309

events per bin. The bins with the lowest (November 2014) and highest (January – Febru-310

ary 2019) number of upstream intervals contain 1,160 and 13,184 events, respectively.311

Based on the selection criteria discussed in section 3, we identify 50,730 PCW events.312

We compute the ratio of PCW events to the total number of upstream intervals for each313

15 day bin to obtain the PCW occurrence rate as a function of time, shown in Figure314

3b. The dashed black line emphasizes time intervals lacking observations upstream from315

Mars. The occurrence rate of PCWs near each Martian perihelion (PH) and northern316

winter solstice (NWS) exhibit an increase up to 30% – 35%, significantly larger than the317

average PCW occurrence rate of ∼ 2% close to aphelion (AH) for each Martian year. Near318

Martian aphelion, the PCW occurrence rate remains approximately constant below ∼319
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3%. Each of the three main peaks occurs between a Martian solar longitude (Ls) range320

of Ls = 280◦ − 302◦, slightly after PH (Ls = 251◦) and NWS (Ls = 270◦). At the same321

time, the main increase in PCW occurrence rate for each year develops during part of322

the Martian dust storm season (Ls = 180◦ – 360◦), denoted by the gray regions in Fig-323

ure 3b. To analyze changes in PCW occurrence, wave properties and SW conditions based324

on the Martian heliocentric distance, we group the data into two different sets of time325

periods near PH and AH, considering the solar longitude and PCW occurrence rate. MAVEN326

data measured within the range Ls = [215◦, 315◦] are organized into three groups with327

high rates (HR) of PCW occurrence for each of the three Martian years (HR1, HR2, HR3)328

close to PH. Upstream observations within the range Ls = [35◦, 135◦] are organized into329

three groups with low rates (LR) of PCW occurrence for each of the three Martian years330

(LR1, LR2, LR3) close to AH. Additionally, to assess possible seasonal sampling biases,331

Figure 3c displays the PCW occurrence rate as a function of the Martian solar longitude332

for the three Martian years analyzed. We have defined each Martian year to begin and333

end at Ls = 175◦ based on the Ls ranges for the HR and LR groups, where the orange,334

green, and purple points correspond to the first (Y1), second (Y2), and third (Y3) Mar-335

tian years.336

We determined the HR solar longitude range based on PCW occurrence rates greater337

than 3%, which is above the maximum rate near each AH. Furthermore, the duration338

of the main increase in PCW abundance near PH is slightly different for each of the three339

Martian years. Therefore, we set the Ls range for the HR groups to cover all three time340

spans with high PCW occurrence rate. The LR solar longitude range is then defined by341

subtracting 180◦ from the HR range. Therefore, the corresponding time periods for the342

HR1, HR2, and HR3 groups are 15 October 2014 to 26 March 2015, 1 September 2016343

to 10 February 2017, and 20 July 2018 to 29 December 2018, respectively. The time pe-344

riods for the LR1, LR2, and LR3 groups are 31 August 2015 to 9 April 2016, 18 July 2017345

to 25 February 2018, and 5 June 2019 to 13 January 2020, respectively. PCW occurrence346

rates for the HR1, HR2, and HR3 groups are 25% (65,321 upstream intervals), 14% (46,176347

upstream intervals), and 16% (99,898 upstream intervals), respectively. Occurrence rates348

for the LR1, LR2, and LR3 groups are 2% (47,758 upstream intervals), 1% (40,045 up-349

stream intervals), and 2% (31,473 upstream intervals), respectively.350

As the MAVEN orbit around Mars varies with time, it is important to consider po-351

tential effects associated with seasonal sampling when comparing observations at approx-352
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Figure 3. (a) Histogram of the number of 512 second time intervals (in thousands) upstream

from the Martian bow shock from October 2014 through February 2020. The blue, purple, and

red vertical dashed lines represent Martian perihelion (PH, Ls = 251◦), northern winter solstice

(NWS, Ls = 270◦), and aphelion (AH, Ls = 71◦), respectively. (b) PCW occurrence rate (%)

as a function of time (black). The dashed black line indicates periods of upstream data gaps

observed by MAVEN, and the gray regions correspond to periods of dust storm seasonal activity

(Ls = 180◦ – 360◦) for each Martian year. (c) PCW occurrence rate (%) as a function of solar

longitude, with the orange, green and purple points corresponding to the first (Y1), second (Y2),

and third (Y3) Martian years. The red and blue shaded regions represent the solar longitude

range for the LR (Ls = [35◦, 135◦]) and HR (Ls = [215◦, 315◦]) groups, respectively.
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imately the same Martian longitude range. For instance, a larger number of intervals up-353

stream from Mars are available for analysis around perihelion and NWS for HR1, com-354

pared to HR3. Moreover, the number of upstream intervals increases right after NWS355

for HR2. These differences may affect the observed shape and timing of the PCW oc-356

currence peak in Figure 3b for each Martian year, when the number of upstream inter-357

vals is relatively small. However, as shown in Figure 3c, the three overlapping Martian358

years display a clear gradual increase of PCW occurrence rate to a peak slightly after359

perihelion and NWS, with steady rates around ∼ 2% close to aphelion.360

We also conduct an analysis of MAVEN spatial coverage in the upstream region361

to determine if the differences in PCW occurrence rate between the HR and LR groups362

could be associated with spacecraft sampling biases. We primarily focus on the SC XMSO,363

ZMSO, and altitude positions. Indeed, while the SW velocity is approximately along the364

XMSO axis, defining the direction along which PCWs are convected, the ZMSO coor-365

dinate sampling might introduce biases due to the asymmetric distribution of Martian366

crustal magnetic fields. We also consider spatial changes in the SC altitude over time367

as the most likely source of PCWs are ionized, exospheric H atoms whose density de-368

cays with the distance to Mars.369

Figure 4 presents histograms of the normalized number of 512 second time inter-370

vals for the HR and LR groups as a function of each MSO spatial coordinate. The or-371

bital coverage in the XMSO direction mainly spans within the range 0.5RM – 2.5RM ,372

with orbits reaching up to 2.8RM for HR3. The distributions shown in Figures 4a and373

4e for XMSO are overall similar between the corresponding HR and LR groups. How-374

ever, the LR1 histogram is slightly skewed towards lower XMSO values compared to its375

HR counterpart. Most of the YMSO histograms cover a similar range between −3.0RM376

and 3.0RM , with the exception that the LR1 distribution is mainly sampled for positive377

YMSO. The most variable spatial coverage between the HR and LR groups is associated378

with the ZMSO distributions, displayed in Figures 4c and 4g. The histogram for HR1379

primarily samples the southern hemisphere, whereas both Martian hemispheres are cov-380

ered by MAVEN for LR1. The HR2 histogram also primarily covers the southern hemi-381

sphere, while the northern hemisphere is sampled by MAVEN for LR2. Both HR and382

LR groups near the third Martian year mainly encompass the northern hemisphere. For383

the SC altitude shown in Figures 4d and 4h, most of the HR and LR histograms are very384

similar, between 1.0RM and 2.0RM , with the exception that the LR3 distribution sam-385
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Figure 4. Normalized number of 512 second upstream intervals for HR1 (orange), HR2

(green), and HR3 (purple) as a function of (a) XMSO, (b) YMSO, (c) ZMSO and (d) altitude.

Normalized Number of 512 second time intervals for LR1 (orange), LR2 (green), and LR3 (pur-

ple) as a function of (e) XMSO, (f) YMSO, (g) ZMSO and (h) altitude.

ples primarily lower altitudes. Therefore, Figure 4 suggests that changes in PCW occur-386

rence rate between perihelion and aphelion are not likely attributed to sampling biases387

in XMSO, YMSO, and SC altitude as these spatial coordinates show small variability be-388

tween the three Martian years.389

4.2 PCW Main Properties390

In this section, we only consider upstream time intervals identified as PCW events391

according to the selection criteria given in section 3. We define the PCW probability dis-392

tribution function P (x) by discretizing the number of PCW events into bins of a given393

wave property x and normalizing by the total number of PCW intervals. The integral394

of the function P (x), bounded by the lower and upper limits of x, is equal to one, whereas395

this is not the case for the observed PCW occurrence rate. Figure 5 displays the PCW396

probability distribution P (x) upstream from the Martian bow shock from October 2014397

through February 2020 for various wave properties derived from MVA. The bin sizes for398
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Figure 5. Probability distribution P (x) of PCWs in the upstream region from October 2014

through February 2020 as a function of (a) δB, (b) θkB , (c) λ1/λ2 and (d) λ2/λ3. The dashed

vertical line represents the median value in each probability distribution.

wave amplitude δB, propagation angle θkB , λ1/λ2, and λ2/λ3 are 0.05 nT, 3◦, 0.05, and399

0.50, respectively. The PCW probability distribution for wave amplitude is shown in Fig-400

ure 5a, with a median amplitude of δB = 0.46 nT. P (δB) reaches a maximum plateau401

for wave amplitudes δB = 0.20 nT – 0.55 nT. Figure 5b displays P (θkB), with median402

and mode θkB values equal to 13.3◦ and 10.5◦, respectively. The PCW probability dis-403

tribution for λ1/λ2 is presented in Figure 5c, with median and mode λ1/λ2 values equal404

to 1.56 and 1.35, respectively. Finally, a decreasing trend in P (λ2/λ3) is displayed in Fig-405

ure 5d, with a median value of λ2/λ3 = 8.28.406

Figure 6 presents the probability distribution function of PCWs, separated into the407

three HR and LR groups, for the same wave properties. The bin widths for each wave408

property are analogous to the sizes considered in Figure 5. The mode values of δB for409

the HR1, HR2, and HR3 probability distributions are 0.53 nT, 0.38 nT, and 0.23 nT,410

respectively. Indeed, we observe that the location of the peak in P (δB) shifts to lower411

δB values for each consecutive Martian year near PH. Similarly, the median amplitude412

also decreases for each HR group, with median values of 0.65 nT, 0.52 nT, and 0.37 nT413

for HR1, HR2, and HR3, respectively. Moreover, we find a similar trend for the PCW414

probability distribution of normalized wave amplitude (δB/B), shown in Figure S1. Lower415

median amplitudes compared to HR are observed for the LR groups with δB around 0.35416

nT. P (θkB) is almost identical for all HR groups, with median and mode θkB values around417

13.0◦ and 10.5◦, respectively. More variation in the PCW probability distribution for θkB418

is found between the LR groups, with median θkB values closer to 21.0◦. P (λ1/λ2) tends419

to peak around 1.35 with a median λ1/λ2 value of about 1.55 for all HR groups, while420
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Figure 6. Probability distribution P (x) of PCWs in the upstream region for HR1 (orange),

HR2 (green), and HR3 (purple) as a function of (a) wave amplitude δB, (b) θkB , (c) λ1/λ2 and

(d) λ2/λ3. For the LR1 (orange), LR2 (green), and LR3 (purple) groups, the probability distri-

bution P (x) of PCWs as a function of (e) wave amplitude δB, (f) θkB , (g) λ1/λ2 and (h) λ2/λ3.

The dashed vertical line represents the median value in each probability distribution for HR and

LR groups.

the LR distributions are centered closer to one. Finally, median values of λ2/λ3 in each421

HR probability distribution are constantly higher than the corresponding LR group.422

The observed variability of the PCW median amplitude between HR groups can423

be due to several factors. As a result, next we study the relationship between median424

amplitude and MAVEN position. Figures 7a and 7b show the median amplitude of PCWs425

for the three HR groups as a function of XMSO and altitude with bin sizes of 0.5RM and426

0.1RM , respectively. We consider bins with at least 100 events to compute the median427

PCW amplitude. All groups show a decreasing trend between the amplitude and the XMSO428

coordinate. We also find that the median amplitudes of HR1 are greater than that of429

the other groups, whereas the smallest amplitudes are shown for HR3. Figure 7b also430

displays HR1 with larger median amplitudes than the other groups, while the smallest431

PCW amplitudes are found for HR3. Thus, Figure 7a would suggest that Mars is the432

source of these waves as the amplitude decreases with increasing distance from the planet,433

along the Mars-Sun axis. However, we do not find a similar monotonically decreasing434
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Figure 7. Median amplitude of upstream PCWs for the HR1 (orange), HR2 (green), and HR3

(purple) groups as a function of (a) XMSO and (b) altitude.

trend between the median amplitude and altitude in all HR groups. This is also the case435

for analogous plots displaying the median wave amplitude as a function of the YMSO and436

ZMSO coordinates, shown in Figure S2. It is worth mentioning that the decreasing trend437

in median amplitude when comparing these three Martian perihelion periods is observed438

for measurements inside and outside the foreshock of Mars, and also for the normalized439

wave amplitude (δB/B).440

In addition, we analyze the relationship between PCW amplitude and IMF cone441

angle for each HR group, shown in Figure 8. The median amplitude is calculated for α442

bin sizes of 10◦, with a range from about 0.2 nT to 1.2 nT. Similar to Figure 7a, the HR1443

curve has the largest amplitudes for all IMF cone angles, whereas the smallest median444

amplitudes are observed for HR3. A strong decreasing trend for median amplitude as445

a function of α is shown for HR1, while the magnitude of the slope, on average, decreases446

with each consecutive Martian year.447
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Figure 8. Median amplitude of PCWs in the upstream region for the HR1 (orange), HR2

(green), and HR3 (purple) groups as a function of IMF cone angle α.

4.3 Solar Wind Conditions Favoring PCW Generation448

Figures 9a through 9e display histograms of the number of upstream 512 second449

time intervals as a function of IMF cone angle α, SW speed vSW , Alfvén speed vA, SW450

ion density nSW , and SW proton flux nSW vSW , with bin sizes of 5◦, 50 km s−1, 10 km451

s−1, 4.0 cm−3, and 2.0 x 108 cm2 s−1, respectively. The Alfvén speed is computed with452

the SW proton density from SWIA, assuming the SW is composed of protons, and mag-453

netic field measurements from the MAG instrument. Most of the upstream intervals are454

observed under α > 45◦, vSW ∼ 350 km s−1, vA ∼ 35 km s−1, nSW < 4 cm−3, and455

nSW vSW ∼ 108 cm2 s−1. To compute the PCW occurrence rate, we consider bins with456

at least 100 upstream intervals for each histogram to ensure sufficient statistics.457

Similar to Figure 3b, we calculate the PCW occurrence rate from the ratio of iden-458

tified PCW events to the total number of upstream intervals within each bin for the SW459

parameters. As seen in Figure 9f, more PCWs occur for low to intermediate cone angles460

(20◦ < α < 45◦), with a distinct peak at 22.5◦. A small peak between 50◦ and 60◦ is461

also apparent, very close to the Parker spiral angle of Mars (∼ 55◦). Figure 9g presents462
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Figure 9. Histograms of the number of 512 second time intervals (in ten thousands) upstream

from the Martian bow shock as a function of (a) IMF cone angle α, (b) SW speed vSW , (c)

Alfvén speed vA, (d) SW density nSW and (e) SW proton flux nSW vSW between October 2014

through February 2020. PCW occurrence rate (%) as a function of (f) IMF cone angle α, (g) SW

speed vSW , (h) Alfvén speed vA, (i) SW density nSW and (j) SW proton flux nSW vSW .

a decreasing trend in PCW occurrence rate of about 14% with increasing SW speed. The463

occurrence rate increases for larger Alfvén speeds until a value of about 75 km s−1, as464

shown in Figure 9h. Figures 9i and 9j display a similar increasing trend in PCW abun-465

dance as a function of both SW proton density and flux, respectively.466

Figure 10 presents the PCW occurrence rate for the same SW parameters displayed467

in Figure 9, for each HR group. The LR groups are not shown as the PCW occurrence468

rate for each bin is too low (< 1%) to determine any significant trends with the SW con-469

ditions. Figures 10a through 10e show the normalized number of upstream time inter-470

vals for each SW parameter. We find similar distributions for the IMF cone angle, SW471

proton density, and proton flux for all HR groups. The vSW histogram for HR2 is cen-472

tered at slightly faster speeds and the vA histogram for HR3 is centered at slightly slower473

speeds compared to the remaining HR groups. In Figure 10f, the HR1 group shows more474

PCWs for 20◦ < α < 45◦, with a large peak at α ∼ 22.5◦. The PCW occurrence rate475

is maximized for IMF cone angles between 20◦ and 60◦ in the HR2 group. The occur-476
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Figure 10. HR1 (orange), HR2 (green), and HR3 (purple) histograms of the normalized num-

ber of 512 second time intervals upstream from the Martian bow shock as a function of (a) IMF

cone angle α, (b) SW speed vSW , (c) Alfvén speed vA, (d) SW density nSW and (e) SW proton

flux nSW vSW between October 2014 through February 2020. PCW occurrence rate (%) for the

HR1 (orange), HR2 (green), and HR3 (purple) groups as a function of (f) IMF cone angle α, (g)

SW speed vSW , (h) Alfvén speed vA, (i) SW density nSW and (j) SW proton flux nSW vSW .

rence rate for HR3 is approximately constant before dropping off around α = 60◦. The477

PCW abundance in Figure 10g decreases for faster SW speeds among all HR groups. In478

Figure 10h, PCW occurrence rate for the HR2 and HR3 curves increases for faster Alfvén479

speeds up to 75 km s−1. However, we do not observe a similar trend in HR1 for vA >480

25 km s−1. Figures 10i and 10j display an increasing trend in PCW abundance for both481

SW proton density and flux for all HR groups, respectively.482

5 Discussion483

We present a comprehensive study of PCWs utilizing both magnetic field and plasma484

observations from MAVEN, encompassing ∼ 2.8 Martian years of data. This work ex-485

pands upon the analysis of Romanelli et al. (2016) based on MAVEN MAG and EUV486

measurements and numerical simulations, as well as the work by Romanelli et al. (2013)487

and Bertucci et al. (2013), based on MGS MAG data. These earlier studies suggested488

a long-term trend, on a timescale of about one Martian year, where PCWs are observed489
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more frequently near Martian perihelion. In this work, we confirm the presence of such490

an annual trend, in which a gradual increase of about 30% – 35% in occurrence rate is491

found near perihelion and northern winter solstice for each Martian year. In contrast,492

rates of PCW occurrence remain below about 3% during time periods close to Martian493

aphelion, agreeing with previous results.494

A similar long-term trend was reported for the temporal variability of exospheric495

H column density by Halekas (2017). Upstream H density is found to peak between so-496

lar longitudes of 263◦ and 288◦, in which densities observed near perihelion are an or-497

der of magnitude larger compared to periods close to aphelion (Halekas, 2017). Slightly498

offset from this Ls range, the three peaks in PCW occurrence rate, shown in Figure 3b,499

occur between solar longitudes of 280◦ and 302◦. This would indicate a time lag between500

Martian perihelion, peak exospheric H density, and peak PCW abundance. Halekas (2017)501

suggested the observed lag between perihelion and peak H density could be the result502

of delayed upper atmospheric responses to solar inputs, or seasonal effects in combina-503

tion with direct solar EUV flux influence. In this regard, simulated profiles of upper ex-504

ospheric H densities in the upstream region between 10,000 km and 20,000 km have been505

found to be more directly linked to changes in temperature at the exobase, dependent506

on solar EUV fluxes (Chaufray et al., 2015; Romanelli et al., 2016). Daily irradiances507

observed by the MAVEN Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor (EUVM) instrument (Eparvier508

et al., 2015) also display a long-term temporal trend with increasing intensity for smaller509

heliocentric distance (e.g., Romanelli et al., 2016; Thiemann et al., 2017), similar to the510

timescale of exospheric H density variability. The ionization of more planetary particles511

under denser exospheric H profiles near perihelion could then increase the newborn ion512

population density, potentially providing more energy to increase the observed abundance513

of PCWs. Interestingly, we identify an average delay of ∼ 25 days between the H den-514

sity peak and PCW occurrence rate peak. We also report an asymmetry between the515

growth and decay phases of PCW abundance, as displayed in Figure 3b. Such features516

are found for the three Martian years near each perihelion explored in this work, con-517

sistent with previous observations (Romanelli et al., 2016). Possible causes for the ob-518

served time lag and asymmetry are not currently understood, however such signatures519

could be partly related to the seasonal sampling biases close to perihelion and NWS that520

can be seen in Figures 3a and 3c.521
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Moreover, dust activity and atmospheric upwelling can have a significant role in522

varying lower atmospheric water vapor concentration, influencing H exosphere variabil-523

ity. This has been suggested by several studies, including work based on MAVEN, MEX,524

and Hubble Space Telescope scattered Lyman α brightness observations (e.g., Bhattacharyya525

et al., 2015, 2017, 2020; Chaffin et al., 2014; Clarke et al., 2014, 2017). Martian regional526

dust storms have been observed to increase the near-surface atmospheric temperature527

at 0.5 mbar by 15 K – 20 K, whereas planet-encircling dust storms can raise the tem-528

perature by 30 K – 40 K, due to an increased opacity of the lower atmosphere (Smith,529

2009). This effect can amplify atmospheric large scale circulation, allowing water vapor530

near the Martian surface to freely mix up to higher thermospheric altitudes (Chaffin et531

al., 2014). Therefore, initial large concentrations of water vapor high in the lower atmo-532

sphere could affect the H exosphere (Aoki et al., 2019; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; Chaf-533

fin et al., 2017; Clarke et al., 2014; Fedorova et al., 2006, 2009, 2018, 2020; Heavens et534

al., 2018; Maltagliati et al., 2011, 2013). For each Martian year, higher PCW occurrence535

rates take place during part of the dust storm season, shown by the gray regions in Fig-536

ure 3b. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that we observe a smaller secondary peak537

(∼ 20%) in the PCW occurrence rate between June and July 2018, two to three months538

before the third Martian perihelion. In contrast, we do not find a similar secondary peak539

greater than ∼ 15% in occurrence rate a few months before perihelion for the other Mar-540

tian years. The small peak of PCWs around July 2018 may be at least partly related541

to the global dust storm of summer 2018, the first global event since 2007 (Sánchez-Lavega542

et al., 2019). Global dust storms can occur from interactions between local and regional543

dust storms that extend the growth duration of dust lifting and create new sites of dust544

activity along the planet, distributing material almost completely around Mars within545

a timescale of one to two weeks (Smith & Guzewich, 2019). The 2018 dust event became546

a global scale storm by mid-June (Ls ∼ 193◦) and continued until early July (Ls ∼547

205◦) before dust activity declined to normal levels for the perihelion season in mid-September548

(Ls ∼ 250◦), occurring close to the time interval when the small peak in Figure 3b is549

observed (Guzewich et al., 2019). Additionally, we observe a small peak between Jan-550

uary and March 2019 of about 7%, which could be linked to the early 2019 regional dust551

storm from Ls ∼ 320◦ to 340◦ (Aoki et al., 2019; Fedorova et al., 2020).552

It is important to note that this periodic trend in PCW occurrence as a function553

of time is present for various temporal bin sizes. Bin widths of 10 to 25 days with 1 day554
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increments were tested to ensure that the trend observed in PCW occurrence rate is in-555

dependent of bin size for weekly to monthly time scales. We selected 15 days to cover556

a sufficiently large temporal scale, similar to the time span of significant variations in557

observed planetary pick-up ion detection rate (Yamauchi et al., 2015). By displaying the558

PCW occurrence rate as a function of the Martian solar longitude (Figure 3c), we ob-559

serve that the overall trend shows a gradual increase of PCW occurrence rate until a peak560

slightly after perihelion and NWS. While the HR1 group contains more observations closer561

to perihelion than HR3, suggesting that seasonal biases might affect comparisons between562

HR periods, it is also important to emphasize that Y3 still presents 1,000 upstream in-563

tervals or more in each bin during these times. Although the HR2 group does not have564

observations during perihelion or NWS, the shape and timing of the PCW occurrence565

rate peak is consistent with the long term trend observed for the other two periods. In566

addition, different values were considered for the constants ξ⊥, ξ‖, and λ23 in the selec-567

tion criteria to identify variations in the occurrence rate. We find that PCW abundance568

is still maximized close to each perihelion in a Martian year for ξ⊥ ≥ 1.5, ξ‖ ≥ 2, and569

λ23 ≥ 5, with smaller observed rates as these parameters are increased. Furthermore,570

we find that this annual trend cannot be associated with sampling biases based on the571

MSO spatial coverage of MAVEN. For example, we observe similar ranges of XMSO for572

each Martian year between the HR and LR groups. MAVEN is also able to sample the573

northern and southern hemispheres during at least one HR and LR group throughout574

the three Martian years, suggesting the presence of the PCW occurrence rate peak is in-575

dependent of the sampling of this coordinate. Since most of the HR and LR groups dis-576

play similar distributions of SC altitude, and the altitude range covered by MAVEN is577

relatively small, our results indicate that the long-term trend cannot be associated from578

sampling biases in radial distance near Mars. We also find that this trend is still present579

when the analysis is restricted to measurements inside or outside of the Martian fore-580

shock. Moreover, Romanelli et al. (2016) did not report the increase in PCW occurrence581

rate to be associated with variations in the angle between the SW and background mag-582

netic field direction for the first Martian year. We confirm this result for the following583

two Martian years by comparing the IMF cone angle distributions for the HR and LR584

groups.585

We also analyzed PCW wave properties as seen by MAVEN. We find that these586

waves have mainly moderate to large amplitudes (∼ 0.1 nT to 1.0 nT), slightly larger587
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than the range observed by Brain et al. (2002). More PCWs in both HR and LR groups588

are observed in the θkB = 10◦ – 25◦ range, suggesting that these waves propagate quasi-589

parallel to B, agreeing with results from Romanelli et al. (2013), without displaying a590

significant change with Martian heliocentric distance. The PCW distribution as a func-591

tion of λ1/λ2 peaks at 1.35, indicating that these waves are primarily elliptical. The tail592

of P (λ1/λ2) for relatively large λ1/λ2 values may be attributed to time intervals with593

solar wind discontinuities and not highly elliptical waves. However, we have checked that594

these events do not significantly affect the results presented in this study. Indeed, the595

number of events with λ1/λ2 > 5 account for less than 4% of the upstream intervals596

identified with PCWs. The LR distribution for PCW abundance is maximized at lower597

λ1/λ2 values compared to the corresponding HR groups. Thus, we find that these waves598

are closer to being circularly polarized for periods near Martian aphelion than perihe-599

lion. This difference could be associated with variations in the growth phase of waves600

at the observation time due, in turn, to changes in the linear wave growth rate as sev-601

eral SW and planetary properties vary between the HR and LR groups. Our study sug-602

gests that LR groups are characterized by low PCW occurrence rates, relatively low wave603

amplitudes and approximately circular polarization. Additionally, we report that PCWs604

in HR groups are closer to being planar than those observed in LR groups, based on the605

probability distributions as a function of λ2/λ3. Regardless of the group, we find that606

PCWs are left-hand polarized in the spacecraft frame.607

In addition, we report PCW amplitude to decrease with distance along the XMSO608

axis for all HR groups, shown in Figure 7a, suggesting that Mars is the source of these609

waves. This trend is consistent with the result reported by Halekas et al. (2020) based610

on MAVEN observations. In contrast, Figure 7b shows the HR amplitude curves do not611

necessarily decrease with larger altitudes from Mars. In agreement with our results, sig-612

nificant amplitude variations with altitude are not found with MAVEN data from Oc-613

tober 2014 to November 2018 (Liu et al., 2020), whereas previous studies with MGS data614

have observed wave amplitudes to slowly decrease with radial distance from Mars (Brain615

et al., 2002; Romanelli et al., 2013; Wei & Russell, 2006; Wei et al., 2014). Such differ-616

ences between results from the MAVEN and MGS missions may be attributed to differ-617

ent combinations of multiple SW and planetary properties influencing PCW amplitude618

during each Martian year, such as pick-up ion rates, pick-up velocity, pick-up geometry,619

and wave growth time (Wei et al., 2014). Moreover, it is worth emphasizing the differ-620
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ence in altitude range covered by MGS premapping orbits (up to ∼ 15RM ) and MAVEN’s621

orbital trajectory. Future studies could analyze the relation between observed amplitude622

and radial distance from Mars based on these factors, combining spacecraft observations623

and numerical simulations.624

Furthermore, we find a decrease in median and mode wave amplitudes by ∼ 0.15625

nT for each consecutive HR group. This result is not likely attributed to sampling bi-626

ases in MSO spatial coverage, based on the relationship between wave amplitude and dis-627

tance from the Martian bow shock. Each HR group covers a similar range in XMSO and628

altitude. The decline of PCW amplitude for each Martian year is present for all mea-629

sured XMSO and altitude values within the spatial range of MAVEN. Analogous results630

are also found for the YMSO and ZMSO coordinates, shown in Figure S2. Additionally,631

we do not observe significant differences in the distributions of SW conditions between632

HR groups, displayed in Figures 10a through 10e, that could be related to this trend.633

This analysis suggests the reduction in amplitude could be associated with foreshock bi-634

ases (Mazelle et al., 2018; Meziane et al., 2017), asymmetries due to the SW convective635

electric field influencing newborn protons (Wei & Russell, 2006), or changes in the Mar-636

tian atmospheric response to variability in several solar inputs and/or solar cycle effects.637

For instance, the photoionization frequency of exospheric H+ near Mars can increase by638

a factor of 2, from solar minimum to solar maximum (Modolo et al., 2005).639

A decreasing trend between the wave amplitude and IMF cone angle is also found640

for the HR1 group in this study. In contrast, we do not observe such strong decreasing641

trend for the HR2 and HR3 groups in Figure 8. Previous studies based on MGS and MAVEN642

measurements have observed an amplitude dependence on the IMF cone angle (Liu et643

al., 2020; Romanelli et al., 2013). This relationship has also been studied with numer-644

ical one-dimensional hybrid simulations of the Martian planetary environment by Cowee645

et al. (2012), indicating that saturation wave energy decreases for larger cone angles for646

an estimated ion production rate of Λ = 3.4×10−4 cm−3 s−1. However, Wei et al. (2014)647

did not find such dependence on α analyzing MGS MAG measurements from the first648

aerobraking phase of the mission, in agreement with our observations for the HR2 and649

HR3 groups. One possible explanation for this potential disagreement between the HR650

groups can be derived from the results by Cowee et al. (2012). As suggested in the study,651

PCWs observed upstream from the Martian bow shock are not likely to be completely652

saturated. For instance, PCWs must travel at least for 10 cyclotron periods to reach wave653
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saturation, assuming α = 0◦ (Cowee et al., 2012). If we consider a typical wave frequency654

of f ∼ 0.06 Hz and SW velocity of vSW ∼ 400 km s−1, the wave will be convected over655

a distance of ∼ 20RM before achieving saturation. Therefore, PCWs with higher wave656

frequencies could reach saturation in shorter distances with respect to Mars. Indeed, if657

we restrict this analysis to wave frequencies greater than 0.07 Hz, we obtain similar fre-658

quency distributions for the HR groups, focusing on waves that are more likely to have659

reached saturation. After applying this constraint, we find all three curves to display a660

strong decreasing trend in amplitude with similar slopes, displayed in Figure S3. Con-661

sequently, our analysis suggests that variations in the measured wave frequency distri-662

butions between HR groups could be related to the different trends shown in Figure 8663

for each Martian year, possibly explaining the disagreement between results reported in664

previous studies.665

We have also analyzed the relationship between several SW conditions and the pres-666

ence of these waves. The PCW occurrence rate as a function of IMF cone angle reveals667

that more waves are detected for low to intermediate cone angles (20◦ < α < 45◦), in668

agreement with Liu et al. (2020), Romanelli et al. (2013) and Wei et al. (2014). This is669

observed for HR1 and HR2, whereas high PCW abundance in HR3 occurs for a slightly670

larger range (0◦ < α < 60◦). The latter result for the HR3 distribution does not sig-671

nificantly change if we disregard MAVEN data from 20 July 2018 through 15 Septem-672

ber 2018 (corresponding to the 2018 global dust storm duration) in our analysis. The673

peak near α = 22.5◦ in Figure 9f is mainly attributed from HR1, as can be seen from674

Figure 10f. This difference could be partly due to effects related to seasonal sampling675

biases near perihelion and NWS. For example, the value of the PCW occurrence rate peak676

in Figure 10f for HR1, and therefore in Figure 9f, can vary depending on the range of677

magnetic field intensity selected. For instance, we find better agreement between the dis-678

tributions when the analysis is restricted to cases with B ≥ 4 nT, where each Martian679

year displays a peak in PCW occurrence rate around α = 22.5◦. However, it is impor-680

tant to emphasize that despite of this variability, higher rates of PCW occurrence are681

consistently observed for IMF cone angles below 45◦. As previously reported by Liu et682

al. (2020), an explanation for the preference for low to intermediate IMF cone angles could683

be the result of a trade-off between associated saturation wave energy, characteristic growth684

time and newborn planetary proton density. For instance, the ion-ion RH instability that685

is often the most easily excited mode for α < ∼ 75◦ is characterized by relatively large686
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saturation wave amplitudes and long growth times, but does not require high pick-up687

ion density when compared with the resonant plasma instability present at large IMF688

cone angles (Cowee et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2020). Therefore, the observed PCW occur-689

rence rate peak for low to intermediate IMF cone angles could be the net result of dif-690

ferent growth times and threshold planetary ion densities for the dominant plasma in-691

stability under a given IMF cone angle range.692

PCWs are additionally observed for slower SW speeds (vSW < 400 km s−1), with693

a decreasing trend in occurrence rate for faster speeds. This is consistently seen for all694

HR groups and the entire span of available MAVEN data, confirming the results from695

Halekas et al. (2020) between September through November 2018. Although this trend696

disagrees with linear wave growth theory (Gary et al., 1986), Delva et al. (2015) also re-697

ported a similar case for PCWs near Venus from the Venus Express mission. Delva et698

al. (2015) associated this result with a larger transit time for newborn planetary protons699

to interact with the SW, contributing to the growing instability responsible for the pres-700

ence of PCWs. This effect observed near Venus may also be the reason for increased PCW701

abundance during slower SW speed conditions near Mars. In addition, we do not find702

a significant relationship between PCW occurrence rate and Alfvén speed. Figure 9h dis-703

plays a slight preference for 40 km s−1 < vA < 80 km s−1, however, Figure 10h shows704

a slightly opposite trend between HR1 and the other two HR groups. This discrepancy705

can be partly explained by seasonal sampling biases, which cause MAVEN to observe706

different PCW distributions of magnetic field intensity and SW density each Martian year,707

which directly affect Alfvén speed. Interestingly, as in the case for the PCW occurrence708

rate as a function of the IMF cone angle, when restricting the analysis to cases with B ≥709

4 nT we observe an overall decreasing trend in occurrence rate for faster Alfvén speeds710

greater than 40 km s−1 for all Martian years, similar to the HR1 curve in Figure 10h.711

Thus, this analysis suggests that the identified discrepancy could be partly attributed712

to sampling biases in the magnetic field intensity due, in turn, to MAVEN sampling of713

the upstream region during each Martian year. A deeper study of this dependence is be-714

yond the scope of this study.715

As shown in Figure 10i, we find higher PCW occurrence rates for larger SW pro-716

ton densities for all HR groups. Thus, this trend also confirms the result initially reported717

by Halekas et al. (2020). This relationship does not seem to be in agreement with lin-718

ear theory for most of the cases associated with the RH instability in the cool beam regime.719
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Indeed, in these cases, the linear wave growth rate is expected to be proportional to the720

ratio of planetary ion density to the SW particle density (ni/nSW ), therefore suggest-721

ing that more PCWs should be present for lower SW densities (Gary, 1991). However,722

an increase in the SW density gives rise to an increase in the charge exchange ionization723

frequency of the Martian H exosphere, which is linearly proportional to both SW speed724

and density (M. H. G. Zhang et al., 1993). Thus, despite the fact that higher SW den-725

sities reduce the expected linear wave growth rate, the same increase can give rise to higher726

newborn ion densities due to charge exchange, providing an explanation for the observed727

trend. In agreement with this interpretation, Rahmati et al. (2018) reported that charge728

exchange is the leading ionization mechanism of exospheric H atoms upstream from Mars,729

with an ionization frequency larger compared to that of photoionization and electron im-730

pact ionization processes.731

Finally, our results allow us to provide estimates for the expected pitch angle range732

around which charged particles interacting with PCWs can be trapped near Mars, fol-733

lowing the theoretical work by Mazelle et al. (2000), Mazelle et al. (2003), and Romanelli734

et al. (2018). P (δB/B) is maximized for a normalized wave amplitude δB/B ∼ 0.1,735

shown in Figure S1. In addition, PCWs with this normalized amplitude are observed more736

frequently for an IMF cone angle range between α = 20◦ and the Parker spiral angle737

(∼ 55◦). As shown in Romanelli et al. (2018), these derived properties suggest PCWs738

that might arise from proton ring-beam distributions will tend to trap particles with ap-739

proximately the same energy (in the wave rest frame) close to a pitch angle range be-740

tween 40◦ and 60◦. Future studies could test this prediction utilizing velocity distribu-741

tion functions measured by SWIA.742

6 Conclusions743

This paper presents a statistical study with MAVEN magnetic field and plasma ob-744

servations from October 2014 through February 2020 to analyze the temporal variabil-745

ity of PCW occurrence for about three Martian years. We confirm that PCWs tend to746

occur more frequently near each Martian perihelion and northern winter solstice. Our747

results suggest this long-term trend is associated with changes in the Martian heliocen-748

tric distance, likely due to variations in the H exosphere density and also possibly related749

to changes in water vapor concentrations in the lower and upper atmosphere influenced750

by dust activity. In particular, this variability does not seem to be related to biases in751
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MAVEN spatial coverage, length of temporal binning, or the considered PCW selection752

criteria.753

We also find that the observed PCWs propagate mostly quasi-parallel to the mean754

magnetic field direction, with amplitudes ranging from 0.1 nT to 1.0 nT, and are pla-755

nar and elliptically left-hand polarized in the spacecraft reference frame. Our results sug-756

gest that the reduction in median amplitude between each Martian year cannot be at-757

tributed to the spatial coverage of each MSO coordinate nor differences in distributions758

of SW conditions. Such decrease could be associated with physical processes taking place759

in the Martian foreshock, the SW convective field influence on newborn protons, and/or760

temporal changes in solar inputs over these timescales. Finally, we observe these waves761

more frequently for low to intermediate IMF cone angles (20◦ < α < 45◦), slower SW762

speeds (vSW < 400 km s−1), and higher SW proton densities (nSW > 5 cm−3). As pre-763

viously reported by Liu et al. (2020), the preference for this IMF cone angle range is likely764

the result of the trade-off between associated linear wave growth rates, wave saturation765

energies, and pick-up proton densities. Furthermore, while the PCW occurrence rate de-766

pendence on the SW speed seems to disagree with linear theory, this outcome could be767

associated with larger transit times for planetary pick-up protons to interact with the768

SW flow. In addition, the observed dependence on SW density suggests that an increase769

in the ionization frequency of H atoms by charge exchange is responsible for an increase770

in the newborn proton density, and therefore in the linear wave growth rate.771

Future studies could be focused on the analysis of the observed temporal lag be-772

tween Martian perihelion, peak exospheric H density, and peak PCW occurrence rate773

upstream from Mars. Such work would improve the current understanding on the rela-774

tionship between exospheric H density and the generation of these upstream low frequency775

waves. In particular, confining the timescales of these phenomena, in addition to ana-776

lyzing other related solar and planetary properties, could allow us to better understand777

the physical processes coupling the Martian atmosphere with the plasma environment.778
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